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Interface Module

figure 1. 243 Low Speed Data Signaling System
(typical configuration)

thus do not require decoding by the 4313 at the
receiving end.

1.03 The basic 243 System comprises four com
ponents: Three are Type 10 modules. and the fourth
is a prewired, connectorized, rack-mounted enclo
sure. The three modules are the 4311 Data Conver
sion Module, the 4312 Loop Interface Module, and
the 4313 Alarm Station Interface Module. The en
closure is the Tellabs 24X Mounting Assembly. A
single basic 243 System consists of one 4311 mod
uIe and from one to five associated 4312 modu les
in a 24X Assembly at the CO serving the alarm
transmitter end of the circuit, plus one 4313 mod
uIe at the CO serving the alarm-receiver end of the
circuit. Unlike the 4311 and 4312, the 4313 does
not require a special prewired mounting assembly;
see paragraphs 1.12 and 1.13 for details.

1.04 The 4313 module (figure 2) is specifically
designed to receive logic-compatible alarm signals
transmitted from a 4311 module and to convert
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Note: The basic 243 Low Speed Data Signaling
System, which comprises three modules and a pre
wired, rack-mounted enclosure, is described in two
separate Tellabs 243 System Practices, of which
this Practice is one. Specifically, this Practice covers
the 4313 Alarm Station Interface Module, which is
used at the receiving end of the 243 System in ap
plications where the 4311 Data Conversion Module
is used at the transmitting end. The other Practice
on the basic 243 System covers the 4311 Data Con
version Module, the 4312 Loop Interface Module,
and the 24X Mounting Assembly that houses these
modules at the transmitting end.
Augmenting the three basic System modules are
two additional modules not considered part of the
basic 243 System: the 4312A Loop Interface Re
mote Control Module and the 4322 Loop Monitor/
Interface Module. These specialized transmitting
end modules are referenced where applicable in the
two basic System Practices and are described in de
tail in their own separate Tellabs Practices.

1. general description
1.01 The 243 Low Speed Data Signaling System
(figure 1) provides unidirectional transmission of
loop-status signals at rates between 2 and 15 bits
per second (bps). Designed primarily to interface
with customer-premises alarm systems of the type
generally known as McCulloh systems, the 243 Sys
tem transmits coded alarm signals (generated by
McCulloh-type alarm transmitters at a protected
location in response, typically, to a fire or intrusion
alarm) to an alarm company's central station over
dedicated voice-frequency interoffice facilities.

1.02 This Practice section is reissued to cover
changes to the 4313 resulting in the Issue 2 version
of the module (Tellabs part number 824313). Un
like its Issue 1 counterpart, the Issue 2 4313 pro
vides a double-fault indication on the 2wire metal
lic loop to the central alarm station (in addition to
a local CO alarm also provided by the Issue 1 4313)
if power to the module fails. Also. the Issue 2 4313 these signals into loop-status signals for transmis-
does not contain the decoding logic of the Issue 1 sion to an alarm company's central alarm station
module. This is because the Issue 2 4313 is designed (CAS). The signals received by the 4313 module
specifically for use with transmitting-end 4311 originate as follows: At the transmitting end of
modules of Issue 20r later, whose output signals, the circuit, one or more McCulloh-type alarm
while logic-compatible, are not logic-encoded and transmitters at one or more customers' protected
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locations are connected in series to a 2wire metallic
loop that is terminated on a 4312 Loop Interface
Module at the serving CO. (Up to six of these loops
can be terminated on one 4312.) To report an alarm
condition, an alarm transmitter opens and grounds
its metallic loop (at a rate between 2 and 15 bits
per second) in a time-coded sequence that identifies
the transmitter's location. The 4311 Data Conver
sion Module receives these loop-open and loop
ground signals from the associated 4312 modules
(up to five 4312's may be served by one 4311) and
converts them into corresponding logic-compatible
output states (see the companion 243/4311/4312
Practice for details). These output states are trans
mitted over two separate, dedicated, voice-fre
quency interoffice facilities to the CO serving the
alarm company's CAS. At this CO, the 4313 Alarm
Station Interface Module converts the logic-com
patible signals back into exact duplicates of the
original loop-open and loop-ground signals for trans
mission over a 2wire metallic loop to a McCulloh
type alarm receiver at the CAS. Mercury-wetted
relays in the 4313 provide chatter-free operation to
ensure exact reproduction of the loop-open and
loop-ground signals.
1.05 Unlike the alarm-transmitter loops at the
transmitting end and the 2wire loop from the 4313
to the CAS at the receiving end, the two separate
interoffice transmission facilities need not be me
tallic. Switch options on the 4313 condition the
module to properly receive the logic-compatible
signals from the 4311 either directly from metallic
facilities or from carrier facilities via data sets (e.g.,
Tellabs' 3228 Data Set Transmit/Receive Module)
or via E&M signaling units.
1.06 In addition to converting the received logic
compatible signals back into duplicates of the origi
nal loop-open and loop-ground signals, the 4313
makes provision (via switch option) for increasing
the resistance of the 2wire metallic loop to the
CAS by 300, 2000, or 4000 ohms. Since loop cur
rent is supplied by the CAS, this feature allows the
amount of loop current to be controlled to ensure
proper operation of the McCulloh receiver's over
current detector in the event that an attempt is
made to disable the System by shorting the CAS
2wire loop.
1.07 An additional switch option on the 4313
conditions the module to operate with either posi
tive or negative dc supply on the CAS loop. (This
dc is supplied by the CAS; see section 2 of this
Practice for specific loop current and loop resistance
information.)
1.08 The front panel of the 4313 contains four
light-emitting diodes (LED's) labeled loop open,
loop ground, alarm, and fault. When logic-compati
ble signals are being received from the associated
4311 module, the 4313's loop open and loop
ground LED's light for the duration of the convert
ed signals, i.e., for the duration of the loop-open
and loop-ground signals reproduced by the 4313.

When a failure occurs on an interoffice facility, or
when an open and/or a ground condition exists on
the composite series System loop at the transmitting
end, either the loop open or loop ground LED or
both (depending upon the type and location of
the fault) light steadily. If the fault exists continu
ously for more than about 10 seconds, both the
alarm and fault LED's also light steadily, and relay
contact closure takes place to activate an external
audible alarm at the serving CO. This contact clo
sure also takes place if power to the 4313 fails.

1.09 Similarly, if loop current is absent on the
2wire metallic CAS loop for more than 10 contin
uous seconds, the 4313's fault and alarm LED's
light continuously, and relay contact closure takes
place to activate an audible CO alarm. Regardless
of whether an audible CO alarm is initiated in re
sponse to a failure on a customer loop, on an inter
office facility, or on the CAS loop, the alarm can
be reset by means of an alarm reset pushbutton on
the 4313's front panel. Depressing th is push but
ton also extinguishes the alarm LED, but the fault
LED remains lighted until the System returns to
normal. I

1.10 An automatic reset feature built into the
4313's fault and alarm logic automatically resets
this logic (causing the audible CO alarm to cease
and all LED's to extinguish) if a fault is cleared and
the System returns to normal for 5 continuous sec
onds. This feature eliminates the need for manually
resetting the audible CO alarm when temporary
faults of short duration occur.
1.11 The 4313 operates on filtered, ground-ref
erenced -44 to -56Vdc input. Maximum current
requirement is 50mA.

1.12 A Type 10 module, the 4313 normally
mounts in one position of a Tellabs Type 10 Mount
ing Shelf, versions of which are available for relay
rack and apparatus case installation. In relay rack
applications, up to 12 modules can be mounted
across a 19-inch rack, while up to 14 modules can
be mounted across a 23-inch rack. In either case,
6 inches of vertical rack space is used.

1.13 Because the 4313 shares the same connec
tor-pin arrangement as all other 243-System mod
ules, it can also be mounted in the Tellabs 24X
Issue 2 Mounting Assembly (or in either of that
Assembly's predecessors: the 24X Issue 1 [also
known as the 242] Mounting Assembly or the
244 Mounting Assembly) if this is more conven
ient. The 24X Issue 2 Assembly is available in two
versions: the 24XA, which houses 12 modules and
mounts in a 19-inch relay rack, and the 24XB,
which houses 14 modules and mounts in a 23-inch
relay rack. Each version occupies 6 inches of ver
tical rack space. For additional information on the
24X Issue 2 Assembly and its predecessors as used
with the 243 System, please refer to the compan
ion 243 System/4311 and 4312 Module Practice,
section 82243/824311/814312.
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2. application
2.01 The 243 Low Speed Data Signaling System
is designed for unidirectional transmission of low
speed loop-status signals. While its primary applica
tion is to interface customer-premises alarm systems
of the type generally known as McCulloh systems,
the 243 System may also be used for transmitting
any low-speed loop-status signals between 2 and 15
bits per second (bps). Rates higher than 15bps are
likely to result in distorted data, and rates lower
than 2bps may be recognized as a fault by the 243
System.
Note: As stated above, the most frequent applica
tion of the 243 System is to interface a McCulloh
type alarm system. For this reason, as well as for
clarity and brevity, the 243 System and, in parti
cular, the 4313 Module, will be covered in terms
of this specific application both in the remainder
of section 2 and in sections 3 (installation) and 7
(testing and troubleshooting) of this Practice. The
information provided in these sections, however,
will apply equally when the 243 System is used in
other applications. Should you require additional
application information or assistance in installing,
testing, or troubleshooting the 243 System, please
contact Tellabs Customer Service at your Tellabs
Regional Office or at our U_S_ or Canadian Head
quarters_
2.02 The McCulloh systems that interface the
243 System are typically used to provide fire and/
or intrusion alarms in business, industrial, and resi
dential applications. A typical basic System arrange
ment is shown in figure 3.
2.03 The 4313 Alarm Station Interface Module
is used for receipt and conversion of logic-compati
ble signals at the receiving end of a basic 243 Sys
tem. These signals originate at the transmitting end

of the circu it as loop-open and loop-ground alarm
signals generated by the McCulloh system's alarm
transmitters on the customer loops. The loop-open
and loop-ground signals are numerically coded
(normally as a sequence of one to four digits) to
identify the exact locations of the transmitters
from which they originate. The loop-open and
loop-ground signals are received by the 243 System's
4311 Data Conversion Module. The 4311 converts
loop-open signals into logic-compatible output sig
nals designated N1 and converts loop-ground sig
nals into logic-compatible signals designated G ,.
These N1 and G1 signals are transmitted from the
4311 module to the 4313 module over their own
separate, dedicated interoffice facilities similarly
designated N1 and G1 according to the signals they
carry.

2.04 At the receiving end of the circuit, the
4313 module receives the N1 and G1 signals and
converts them back into exact duplicates of the
original loop-open and loop-ground alarm signals.
These duplicated loop-open and loop-ground sig
nals are then transmitted over a 2wire metallic
loop to the McCulloh system's alarm receiver at
the CAS. Figure 4 shows loop conditions and tim
ing sequences for all signals generated by the
McCulloh system and the 243 System during nor
mal operation, i.e., with no faults present and with
the 4311 module's N1 and G1 outputs optioned
for normal (not inverted) signaling states as des
cribed below.
Note: In applications where the interoffice facilities
are metallic, and also in applications where only
one CO serves both the transmitting end of the Sys
tem and the CAS via metallic loops, conversion of
loop-open and loop-ground signals into logic-com
patible output states is generally unnecessary (un-
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figure 4. 243 System signaling: timing sequence for 1.. 2.. 3 code
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(1) When the signaling
states of the 4311 's N1 and
G1 outputs are inverted, a
failure of one or both car
rier channels causes the
4313 at the receiving end to
generate an appropriate
alarm indication. If the sig
naling states of the 4311's
N1 and G1 outputs were
not inverted, the E&M sig
naling units at the receiving
end would produce ground
outputs during both normal
idle conditions and carrier
failure conditions. Thus,
carrier-failure conditions

the idle and active signaling states of both the N1
and G1 outputs to be inverted for 243-System
compatibility with various types of interoffice fa
cilities and associated interface equipment, as de
tailed in paragraphs 2.06 through 2.09. Reference
to figures 5a through 5c will be helpful when read
ing these paragraphs. These figures show typical
243-System applications involving both metallic
and nonmetallic interoffice facilities, and indicate
all applicable signaling states of the 4311 and 4313
modules and, where present, those of associated
facility interface devices.

2.06 In applications where the 243 System (i.e.,
the 4311 module at the transmitting end and the
4313 module at the receiving end) interfaces me
tallic interoffice facilities directly, and also in ap
plications where the 243 System interfaces non
metallic interoffice facilities via data sets (e.g.,
Tellabs' 3228 Data Set modules), the 4311 module
is optioned for normal N1 and G1 outputs. In this
normal signaling format, both the N1 and G1 out
puts of the 4311 are at -48Vdc when idle and at
ground when active. In applications where the 243
System interfaces nonmetallic interoffice facilities
via E&M signaling units, the 4311 is optioned for
inverted N1 and G1 outputs. In this inverted sig
naling format, both the N1 and G1 outputs of
the 4311 are at ground when idle and at -48Vdc
when active. These inverted N1 and G1 output

states are the M-Iead input
states that are required by
E&M signaling units for con
ventional tone-on-when-idle,
tone-off-when-active facility
signaling. The capability of
optioningthe4311 module's
N1 and G1 outputs for in
verted signaling states is
highly advantageous in ap
plications involving non
metallic interoffice facilities
interfaced via E&M signaling
units. The reasons for this
are twofold:

1300ms

*4311 module optioned for normal N 1 and G 1 outputs.

Nl (loop open)
from 4311+

converted signals
from 4313

(identical to
signals from

McCulloh
transmitter)

output from
4311 continuity

detector (detects
open state)

output from
4311 continuity

detector (detects
ground state)

G1 (loop ground)
from 431'+

signals
received from

typical McCulloh
transmitter for

1-2-3 code

less, for example, the facilities or loops are so long
that adequate loop current cannot be supplied).
For such metallic-only applications not requiring
logic-compatible output states, the 4322 Loop
Monitor/Interface Module can be used instead of
the 4311 (or instead of the 4311 and one 4312).
The 4322 terminates three customer loops in ex
actly the same manner as the six-loop 4312 and
also monitors the entire composite System loop
for open and ground alarm signals. When the 4322's
monitoring section detects such signals, it passes
them unchanged toward the CAS. Because the 4322
does not convert the alarm signals into logic-eom
patible output states, a 4313 is not required for
conversion back in to loop-open and loop-ground
signals at the receiving end. Also, because the 4322
itself terminates three customer loops, the need for
an associated 4312 module may be eliminated. For
these reasons, Tellabs recommends use of the 4322
for greatest economy in many applications where
only metallic facilities and/or loops are involved
and no need for carrier compatibility is anticipated.
See the 4322 Module Practice for details.

2.05 The N1 and G1 outputs of the 4311 mod
ule at the System's transmitting end each comprise
two separate logic-compatible signaling states. These
two states represent the idle (no signals present)
and active (signaling occurring) states of the com
posite loop. A switch option on the 4311 allows
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figure 5.243 System signaling over metallic and nonmetallic interoffice facilities

would appear normal to the 4313, and no alarms end E&M signaling units to perform this signaling-
would be generated. state inversion is eliminated.

(2) Because the signaling states of the 4311's N1 2.07 Because the idle and active signaling states
and G1 outputs can be inverted via a switch option at the N1 and G1 outputs of the transmitting-end
on the module itself, the need to install pulse-link 4311 module can be optioned for either of two
repeaters between the 4311 and the transmitting- formats - normal or inverted, as described above -
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corresponding loop open or loop ground LE D on
the 4313 to light. If the failure persists for more
than 10 continuous seconds, the 4313's fault and
alarm LED's light and a relay in the module oper
ates to activate an audible CO alarm.

2.12 A single 4313 module can serve more than
one transmitting location, i.e., more than one 4311
module and its one to five associated 4312 mod
ules. For details on such an arrangement, please re
fer to the 243 System/4311 and 4312 MOdule Prac
tice. Please note that in any System arrangement,
the telephone company whose CO serves the trans
mitting end is not responsible for lost alarm signals
due to clashes (signals arriving simu Itaneously from
two different locations).

2.13 Power to the 2wire CAS loop is provided
by the CAS. Recommended loop current is 5 to
15mA; typical loop voltage is -130Vdc through
loop-sensing relay coils. An option switch on the
4313 allows the use of either positive or negative
dc supply (negative is more commonly used). The
System will not operate if the wrong polarity is se
lected, and the System's fault logic will be activated.

2.14 Maximum external resistance of the CAS
loop should not exceed 2000 ohms. An additional
300, 2000, or 4000 ohms of series resistance (150,
1000, or 2000 ohms on each side of the 2wire loop)
can be introduced via switch options on the 4313
module. This allows the amount of loop current to
be controlled, thereby ensuring proper operation
of the overcurrent detector in the McCulloh re
ceiver at the CAS should an attempt be made to
disable the System by shorting the CAS 2wire loop.
fault conditions
2.15 The 4313 module recognizes any of the fol
lowing as a fault condition: any received N1 or G1
signal from the associated 4311 module that lasts
10 seconds or longer (such a signal indicates the
presence of one or more faults on the composite
System loop terminated on the 4311), any abnor
mal condition of either the N1 or G1 interoffice
facility that lasts 10 seconds or longer, or any open
or ground condition of the CAS loop that lasts 10
seconds or longer (With one exception, described
below). Because the 4313 is "transparent" to signal
transmission (as are the transmitting-end modules
of the 243 System), the 4313will transmit informa
tion during all fault conditions under which signals
would reach the McCulloh receiver if the 243 Sys
tem were not present between the McCulloh trans
mitters and receiver. (i.e., if the McCulloh transmit
ters and receiver were connected directly).

the received idle and active signaling states at the
N1 and G1 inputs of the 4313 module will conse
quently be in either of two formats. The 4313 can
be conditioned via switch option to accept which
ever of these two input-signaling-state formats ex
ists in its particular application, as described in
paragraph 2.08.
2.08 In applications where the 4311 module at
the transmitting end of the circuit is optioned for
normal N1 and G 1 outputs, the N1 and G1 inputs
to the 4313 (received either directly from metallic
interoffice facilities or from data sets that interface
nonmetallic interoffice facilities) are at -48Vdc
when idle and at ground when active. Thus, in
these applications, the 4313 must be optioned to
accept -48Vdc and ground inputs. In applications
where the 4311 module at the transmitting end of
the circuit is optioned for inverted N1 and G1 out
puts, the N1 and G1 inputs to the 4313 (received
from E&M signaling units that interface nonme
tallic interoffice facilities) are open when idle and
at ground when active. (These are conventional E
lead output states.) Thus, in these applications, the
4313 must be optioned to accept open and ground
inputs.
2.09 Under normal idle conditions (no alarm sig
nal transmission and no faults) and when the inde
pendent N1 and G1 interoffice facilities are metal
lic, up to 1OmA of current flows on each interoffice
facility. The direction of current flow depends
upon how the signaling states of the 4311 module's
N1 and G1 outputs are optioned. When the 4311 's
N1 and G1 signaling states are normal, current flows
from the 4313 toward the 4311. When the4311's
N1 and G1 signaling states are inverted, current
flows from the 4311 toward the 4313.
2.10 Whenever an N1 signal is transmitted by
the remote 4311, the 4311 's logic causes the cur
rent to be turned off in the N1 interoffice facility.
At the receiving end, the 4313 detects this loss of
current as an N1 signal and converts it back into a
loop-open signal. The loop ground LED on the
4313 lights and the module's N relay operates to
open the CAS 2wire loop for the duration of the
loop-open signal. Similarly, whenever a G1 signal is
transmitted by the remote 4311, the 4311 's logic
causes the current to be turned off in the G1 inter
office facility. At the receiving end, the 4313 de
tects this loss of current as a G1 signal and converts
it back into a loop-ground signal. The loop ground
LED on the 4313 lights and the module's G relay
operates to ground the CAS 2wire loop for the dur
ation of the loop-ground signal.
2.11 Interoffice transmission between the 4311 fault and alarm indications: customer-loop and
at the transmitting end and the 4313 at the receiv- interoffice-facility faults
ing end occurs in what may be termed a "fail-safe" 2.16 Immediately upon recognition of either a
mode. Because the N1 and G1 signals are transmit- valid N1 signal, an open fault on the composite
ted on separate and independent interoffice facili- System loop at the transmitting end, or an open
ties, a failure of either the N1 or G1 facilitv does fault (see note) on the N1 interoffice facilitv, the
not affect transmission on the other. Therefore, at 4313's N relay operates for the duration of the sig-
least part of the alarm information reaches the re- nal or fault, lighting the front-panel loop open
ceiving end. Failure of either facility causes the LED for the same duration. Similarly, immediately
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upon recognition of either a valid G1 signal, a
ground fault on the composite System loop, or an
open fault (see note) on the G1 interoffice facility,
the 4313's G relay operates for the duration of the
signal or fault, lighting the front-panel loop ground
LED for the same duration. However, as stated
above, the 4313 does not recognize any of these
conditions as actual faults until they have persisted
for 10 continuous seconds. At that time, the 4313's
fault and alarm logic is activated, lighting the front
panel fault and alarm LED's and operating the
module's alarm relay to provide contact closure
for initiating an audible CO alarm. The audible
alarm can be silenced by momentarily depressing
the alarm reset pushbutton on the 4313, This also
causes the alarm LED to extinguish. The other
lighted LED's, however, remain lighted for the dur
ation of the fault.

Note: If the transmitting-end 4311 module is op
tioned for normal N1 and G 1 outputs, ground as
well as open faults on the N1 and G1 facilities will
produce the results described.

fault and alarm indications: CAS-loop faults
2.17 Any open condition that exists for 10 con
tinuous seconds on either the tip (feed) or ring (re
turn) side of the CAS loop activates the 4313's
fault and alarm logic, causing the fault and alarm
LED's (but not the loop open LED) to light and
operating the module's alarm relay to provide con
tact closure for initiating an audible CO alarm.
Any ground condition that exists on the tip side
of the CAS loop similarly activates the 4313's
fault and alarm logic, causing the fault and alarm
LED's (but not the loop ground LED) to light and
operating the module's alarm relay. As is the case
when customer-loop and interoffice-facility faults
activate the 4313's fault and alarm logic, the audi
ble CO alarm can be silenced by momentarily de
pressing the 4313's 'alarm reset pushbutton. This
also causes the alarm LED to extinguish, but the
fault LED remains lighted for the duration of the
fault. Only in cases where a prolonged ground con
dition exists on the ring side of the CAS loop is the
4313 unable to detect the fault. Thus, in this fault
condition only, the 4313's fault and alarm logic is
not activated, and neither LED indications nor
alarm relay operation is provided. This is not a
problem, however, because such a fault condition
will immediately be detected by the McCulloh re
ceiver at the CAS, and appropriate alarm indica
tions will be generated at that location,

Note: Under normal conditions (no signaling oc
curring and no faults present anywhere in the cir
cuit), the power-feed switch of the McCulloh re
ceiver at the CAS (see figure 3) is in the normal
position. As a result, the McCulloh receiver supplies
battery to only the tip (feed) side of the CAS loop,
and the ring (return) side remains at ground poten
tial. When one or more open and/or ground faults
occur anywhere in the circuit, the McCulloh re
ceiver's power-feed switch immediately changes to
the fault position. As a result, the McCulloh re-
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ceiver supplies battery to both sides of the CAS
loop. Unless all alarm transmitters, both interoffice
facilities, or both sides of the CAS loop are com
pletely disabled, this power-feed change ensures
that at least some alarm signals will reach the
McCulloh receiver during fault conditions.

signal transmission during customer-loop and
interoffice-facility faults
Note: Before reading paragraphs 2.18 through 2.20,
you should be familiar with the various loop-open
and loop-ground conditions that constitute single,
multiple, and double faults in the 243 System. If
you are not familiar with these fault types, please
refer to section 20fthe 243 System/4311 and 4312
Module Practice, which defines these three fault
types and provides an extensive description of243
System operation during each. Table 1 of this Prac
tice, which contains a comprehensive summary of
all possible faults throughout the 243 System, may
also be helpful for a better understanding of para
graphs 2.18 through 2.20. In addition to specific
composite-loop, interoffice-facility, and CAS-loop
fault conditions, table 1 lists the resultant LED
indications on both the 4311 and 4313 modules
and also lists the corresponding signals received by
the McCulloh reciever at the CAS.

2.18 Because the 243 System is completely trans
parent to signal transmission, the ability of the 4313
to receive and convert signals is unaffected by faults
that occur either on the transmitting-end customer
loops or on the N1 and G1 interoffice facilities.
Thus, during all customer-loop and interoffice-fa
cility fault conditions under which N1 or G1 sig
nals are able to reach the 4313, the 4313 will con
vert the received signals back into loop-open or
loop-ground signals in the usual manner for trans
mission over the CAS loop to the McCulloh receiver.
Note: If the capability of isolating customer-loop
faults from the CO where the 4313 module is lo
cated is desired, this capability can be provided for
any 243 System through use of4312A Loop Inter
face Remote Control Modules in place ofstandard
4312 Loop Interface Modules at the System's trans
mitting end. Although the 4312 allows faulty cus
tomer loops to be quickly and easily isolated, this
must be done locally by depressing pushbuttons on
the 4312 module itself and on the associated 4311
module. The 4312A, however, contains relay cir
cuitry that allows this fault isolation to be perform
ed remotely. Because of the added circuitry, how
ever, the 4312A can terminate a maximum of only
four customer loops (the 4312's maximum is six).
See the 4312A Module Practice for details.

signal transmission during single CAS-loop faults
2.19 With respect to the CAS loop, a single fault
is defined as one type of fault - either open or
ground - occurring on one side - either tip (feed)
or ring (return) - of the CAS loop. A single CAS
loop fault disables only the one side of the loop on
which it is located. Thus, signal transmission be
tween the 4313 and the McCulloh receiver can still
take place during single CAS-loop faults, but only



table ,. 243 System fault conditions and indications

It IS assumed that the Interoffice facilities reproduce the Signaling states of the 4311 module s N1 and G1 outputs at
the respective inputs of the associated 4313 module,

""The alarm LED's extinguish after the alarm is manually cleared,
""During fault conditions, power is fed to both sides of the CAS loop by the McCulloh receiver at the CAS,

tOuring double faults, signals can be received only from those McCulloh transmitters which, when activated, can main
tain loop-current continuity through their ground relays,

KEY:
CAS: central alarm station
0: open; N relay in CAS loop is activated during signal transmission
G: ground; G relay in CAS loop is activated during signal transmission
0: no open; N relay in CAS loop is deactivated during signal transmissiofl
G: no ground; G relay in CAS loop is deactivated during signal transmission
X: no signal received at CAS

fault condition (0......nd/or groundl CO wi&ibl' indicRion
CAS loop

CASlllrm interoffice tip ,.., 4311 LED's 4313 LED's signlls
receiver customer feeilil;.· (feedl (,"u'n) 000, ,~, eu,,"" ,~, ,~,

_....
~. _il:eh posilion '- Nl .,

sid' sid' alarm·" ..... ground monitor '''' ground faull ,l,rm"· at CAS t -1 NORMAL - - - - - "" ,II .11 "" '" .H "" "" o a"d G system normal, FAULT·"" "'" "" "" "" "" ", ,II "" "" G ,ignliling loop open
3 FAULT"" "'" .11 "" "" .11 "" "" .' "" 0 CAS return opefl
4 AULT"" "'" .11 "" .11 "" "" .11 "' "" • CAS feed open
5 FAULT'" open open "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" X double open
6 FAULT"'" "'" open .11 "" "" "" "" .11 "" "" X double open
7 FAULT'" open open "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" G multiple open
6 FAULT"" round "" "" "" "" '" "" "" "" 0 ndon oi ali" ,~,

9 FAULr"" ground "" "" "" "" .11 "" "" "" 0 gnd on CAS relUm

" FAULT"" ground .11 "" .11 "" "" "" "" "" 0 ground on CAS feed

11 FAULT"" round round "" "" "" .11 "" "" "" "" X double ground

" FAULT"'" ground ground "' .11 "" "" .11 "" "" "" X double ground
13 FAULT"" ground ground "" "" "" "" ," "" "" "" 0 multiple ground
14 FAULT"" ~~fl and "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" Li Or ~ double fault

round

" FAULT'"'' open ground "" "" .11 "" "" "" "" "" X double fault

" FAULT'"'' round " " "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" X double fault
11 FAULT""" open ground "" "" "" "" .11 "" "" "" X double fault

" FAULT'" open and "" .11 "" "" "" .11 "' "" 0" double fault on one
ground • side of CAS loop

" FAULT"'" open and "" .11 "" "" "" "" "" "" ." double fault on one
ground 0 side of CAS loop

20 FAULT·'" ground open "" "" .11 "" '" "" "" "" X double fault

" FAULT'''' ground """ "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" 0 open on CAS return,
gnd on signaling loop

" FAULT"" open ground "" "" "" "" "" "" "" "" • ground on CAS feed,
open signaling loop

23 FAULT'"'' open or .11 "" "" "" CO "" CO "" G failure of N1 facility
ground

24 FAULT"" open or "" .11 "" "" "" "" "" "" 0 failure of Gl facility
ground.

loop, only that side of the loop is disabled, and
signal transmission can take place between the
4313 and the McCulloh receiver over the nonfaulty
side. As is true during single faults, any signals
transmitted during a multiple or double fault in
volving only one side of the CAS loop are of only
one type'- loop open or loop ground - as describ
ed below:
(A) Signal transmission when a multiple fault ex
ists on one side of the CAS loop is identical to sig
nal transmission when a single fault exists on that
side of the loop. See paragraph 2.19, items A
through D, for details.
(B) When a double faults exists on one side of the
CAS loop, the type of signal (loop open or loop
ground) transmitted over the nonfaulty side de
pends upon the locations of the individual open
and ground faults on the faulty side. A detailed
description of all possible configurations of double
faults of this type and of the resultant CAS-loop
signal transmission is beyond the scope of this
Practice.

over the nonfaulty side of the CAS loop. Further
more, any signals transmitted during single CAS
loop faults are of only one type - loop open or
loop ground - as described below:
(A) When an open fault exists on the ring side of
the CAS loop, the 4313 transmits loop-ground sig
nals over the tip side.
(B) When an open fault exists on the tip side of
the CAS loop, the 4313 transmits loop-ground sig
nals over the ring side.
(C) When a ground fault exists on the ring side of
the CAS loop, the 4313 transmits loop-open signals
over the tip side.
(D) When a ground fault exists on the tip side of
the CAS loop, the 4313 transmits loop-open signals
over the ring side.

signal transmission during multiple and double
CAS-loop faults
2.20 With respect to the CAS loop, a multiple
fault is defined as one type of fault - either open
or ground - occurring in two or more places on
eithg, the tip (feed) side, the ring (return) side, or
both sides of th~ CAS loop. A double fault is de- power failure to 4313
fined as two faults of different types - open and 2.21 When power to the 4313 module fails, sig-
ground - occurring on one or both sides of the nal transmission between the module and the CAS
CAS loop. If a multiple or double fault involves ceases. However, upon loss of power, a normally
both the tip and ring sides of the CAS loop, both energized relay in the 4313 releases. This results in
sides of the loop are disabled and no signal trans- both an audible CO alarm and a double-fault indi-
mission between the 4313 and the McCulloh re- cation on the 2wire CAS loop. Thus, personnel at
ceiver can take place. If, however, a multiple or the CO and also at the CAS will be aware of any
double fault involves only one side of the CAS loss of power to the 4313.
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switch locations on the
4313's printed circuit board
are shown in figure 6.
3.06 Condition the 4313
for operation with either
positive or negative (with
respect to ground) dc sup-
ply on the CAS loop as
follows: Determine the po-
larity of the CAS-loop dCL ---J

supply either by contacting figure.6. 4313 '!ption
the CAS for this informa- switch locations
tion or by measuring the voltage (with respect to
ground) on the tip side of the CAS loop. If the
CAS-loop supply voltage is positive, set switch S4
to the + (positive) position. If the supply voltage is
negative, set S4 to the - (negative) position.

3.07 Set option switches SI through S3 to intro
duce additional series resistance into the CAS loop
(see paragraph 2.14). Depending upon the require
ments of the CAS overcurrent detectors (this in
formation must be provided by CAS personnel),
switches SI through 53 are set as follows: S1 to
LOW and S2 and S3 to OFF if 300 ohms of addi
tional loop resistance is required; S2 to MED and
SI and 53 to OFF if 2000 ohms of additional loop
resistance is required; or S3 to HIGH and S1 and
S2 to OFF if 4000 ohms of additional loop resis
tance is required. Please note that two of these
three switches must be set to OFF at all times for
proper operation of the module. In applications
where information on the loop-current require
ments of the CAS overcurrent detectors is unavail
able, always start with 4000 ohms of additional
CAS-loop resistance to provide maximum current
limiting. A lower resistance value may be selected
later, if necessary.
3.08 Condition the 4313 to properly receive sig
nals from the N1 and G1 interoffice facilities by
setting switches S6 and S7 as indicated in table 3.
(Switch 56 controls the feeding technique for the
module's current detectors, and switch 57 causes
open N1 and G1 signaling states received from the
associated data sets or E&M signaling units to be
changed to -48Vdc signaling states.)
Note: If your 243 System interfaces carrier inter
office facilities via E&M signaling units, please take
special notice of the statements marked by aster
isks (*) at the bottom of table 3.
3.09 After all options are selected and verified,
no further optioning or alignment of the 4313 mod
ule is required.

table 2. External connections to 4313

connect: to pin:
CAS-LOOP TlP* 41
CAS-LOOP RING ...........•...• , .•. , 47
Nl 7
Gl 13
N.O.ALARM
(normally open alarm relay contacts) 9 and 43
-48V (-48Vdc filtered input battery) 35
GN D (ground) 17

*Tip lead must be at greater potential than ring lead.

Caution: Because the 4313 contains mercury
wetted relays, this module should always be held
in an upright position and tapped gently on a
hard surface before installation. The module
should then be kept in an upright position until
it is installed.

options
3.05 Optioning of the 4313 consists of condi
tioning the module for operation with either posi
tive or negative CAS-loop dc supply, introducing
additional loop resistance to control CAS-loop cur- 4. circuit description
rent and thereby ensure proper operation of the 4.01 This circuit description is intended to fa-
McCulloh receiver's overcurrent detectors, and con- miliarize you with the 4313 Alarm Station Inter-
ditioning the module to accept the specific idle and face Module for engineering and application pur-
active signaling states that make up the N1and G1 poses only. Attempts to troubleshoot the 4313 in-
input signals. These options are selected as des- ternally are not recommended. Troubleshooting
cribed in paragraphs 3.06 through 3.08. Option procedures should be limited to those prescribed in
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3. installation

inspection
3.01 The 4313 Alarm Station Interface Module
should be visually inspected upon arrival in order
to find possible damage incurred during shipment.
If damage is noted, a claim should immediately be
filed with the carrier. If stored, the module should
be visually inspected again prior to installation.
mounting
3.02 The 4313 module mounts in one position
of the Tellabs Type 10 Mounting Shelf, which is
available in configurations for both relay rack and
apparatus case installation. The module plugs phy
sically and electrically into a 56-pin connector at
the rear of the Type 10 Shelf. (If it is convenient,
the 4313 can also be mounted in one position of
the Tellabs 24X Issue 2 Mounting Assembly or in
one position of either of that Assembly's predeces
sors: the 24X Issue 1 [also known as the 242]
Mounting Assembly or the 244 Mounting Assembly.)
installer connections
3.03 Before making any connections to the
Type 10 Mounting Shelf, make sure that power is
off and modules are removed. Modules should be
put into place only after they are properly option
ed and after wiring is completed.
3.04 Table 2 lists external connections to the
4313 module. All connections are made via wire
wrapping at the 56-pin connector at the rear of the
module's mounting shelf position. Pin numbers are
found on the body of the connector.



and if 243 System 4311'5 N1 and G1 therefore, option 4313'5
if interoffice interfaces interoffice outputs should be 4313's N1 and S6 and 57 as follows:
facilities are: facilities via: optioned for: G1 inputs will be: S6 57
metallic direct interface normal signaling states" idle: --48Vdc -48·GND OFF

active: ground

nonmetallic data sets with -48Vdc normal signaling states" idle: -48Vdc -48-GND OFF
and ground outputs active: ground
(e.g., Tellabs' 32281

nonmetallic data sets with open normal signaling states" idle: open -48-GND ON
and ground outputs active: ground

nonmetallic E&M signaling sets inverted signaling idle: open -48-GND ON
states** if alarm indi- active: ground
cation is desired when
facility fails

nonmetallic E&M signaling sets normal signaling states" idle: ground GND-OPEN OFF
if no alarm indication active: open
is desired when facility
fails

*The normal signaling states of the 4311 module's N1 and G1 outputs are -48Vdc when idle and ground when active.
When the 243 System interfaces nonmetallic interoffice facilities via E&M signaling units and normal N1 and G 1 out-
put states are selected on the 4311 module, the E&M signaling unit at the receiving end will produce a ground output
not only during idle conditions but also when the associated carrier channel fails. Thus, a carrier failure will appear to
the 4313 as a normal idle condition, and no alarm indication will be provided.

**The inverted signaling states of the 4311 module's N1 and G1 outputs are ground when idle and -48Vdc when active.
When the 243 System interfaces nonmetallic interoffice facilities via E&M signaling units and inverted N1 and G1 out-
put states are selected on the 4311 module, the E&M signaling unit at the receiving end will produce an open output
during idle conditions and a ground output when the associated carrier channel fails. Thus, a carrier failure will not ap-
pear to the 4313 as a normal idle condition, and an appropriate alarm indication will be provided.

table 3. Op tlOn SWitch 56 and 57 settmgs for proper N 1 and G1 Signal reception by 4313 module

section 7 of this Practice. Refer to the block dia- wetted relays whose chatter-free operation ensures
gram, section 5 of this Practice, as an aid in follow- that the original loop·open and loop-ground signals
ing the circuit description. are reproduced exactly over the metallic CAS loop.
4.02 The N1 and G1 current detectors in the The ~31~'s front-panel/o.0p open and loop ground
4313 receive N1 and G1 signals from the 4311 Data LED s !Ight whenever Signals are present at the
Conversion Module at the transmitting end over module s N1 and G1 Inputs, respectively.
the N1 and G1 interoffice facilities, respectively. 4.05 the 4313'5 continuity detectors monitor
Opto-isolators in these detectors have a current each side of the CAS loop (tip and ring) for current
threshold of 4.0mA; thus, when current in the N1 (see note). When loop current is absent, opto-iso-
or G1 interoffice facility drops below 4.0mA, the lators in the continuity detectors generate logic-
current drop is recognized as a signal. The N1 and compatible signals that activate the module's fault
G 1 current detectors convert these signals into and alarm logic.
logic·compatible signals for output to the N1 and Note: The McCulloh receiver supplies negative or
G 1 signal conversion logic and the fault and alarm positive de power to the CAS loop, which is termi-
detection logic. nated on the 4313. The 4313 is conditioned to

. ., operate with either polarity by means of option
4.~3 The N1 and G 1 Signal conversIOn logiC re- switch S4. The CAS normally sources between 5
celves the logic-compatible N1 and G1 Signals from and 15mA of current, and option switches S 1
the N1 and G 1current detectors and converts them through S3 on the 4313 are used to insert addition-
Into exa~t duplicates of the loop-open and loop- al loop resistance to limit loop current to this
gr~und sl~nals ~enerated by the McCu 1I0h tra.ns- range. Half of this added resistance is inserted on
mlt.ters. T!mers In the NJ and G1 slgn.al convefSlon the tip side and half on the ring side of the CAS
logiC continuously monitor the duration of the !n- loop. Total resistance of the CAS loop, not includ-
coming N1 and G1 Signals. If either Signal remains ing that added via switch S1 S2 or S3 must not
in the active state for more than 10 continuous sec- exceed 2000 ohms '"
onds, the 4313's fault and alarm logic is activated '. ...
( h 406) R I" bTt f the N1 a d G 1 4.06 The fault and alarm logiC receives ItS Inputs
~ee paragrap.. .. e .Ia I I yon from either the N1 and G 1 current detectors or

slgn~/.conv.ers.lOn logiC IS ensured through use of the continuity detectors. If any of these inputsre-
precl~l~n timing and logiC elements (monostable mains in the active state for more than 10 contin-
multlvlbrators and latches). uous seconds, the fault and alarm logic provides an
4.04 The loop-open and loop-ground signals re- output to set the alarm latch and light both the
produced by the N1 and G1 signal conversion logic fault and alarm front-panel LED's. If all active in-
are fed to the Nand G relay drivers to activate the puts return to their inactive states for approximate-
Nand G relays, respectively. These are mercury- Iy 5 seconds, the fault and alarm logic resets the
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alarm latch and the N 1 and G1 signal conversion
logic.
4.07 The alarm latch, if set, can be manually
reset by depressing the alarm reset pushbutton on
the front panel. This resets (i.e., opens) the con
tacts of the alarm relay and extinguishes the alarm
LE D. The fault LE D, however, remains lighted for
the duration of the fault condition.
4.08 The 4313's integral power supply generates
(from -48Vdc input) the VSS and VDD voltages
for the module's logic sections.

6. specifications
NT and G1 interoffice facility conductor resistance
5000 ohms maximum on each facility

N 1 and G 1 interoffice facility current requirement
4.0mA minimum on each facility

idle and active signaling states at N 1 and G 1 inputs to 4313
-48Vdc and Jlround l!~ open and ground or ground and open

longitudinal voltage on NT and G 1 interoffice facilities
4Vrms maximum on each facility

external central alarm station (CAS) loop resistance
2000 ohms maximum, not including that added via option
switches on 4313

CAS·/oop current requirement
5.0 to 15mA, supplied by alarm receiver at CAS

CAS-loop supply voltage polarity
either positive or negative, ground referenced, accom
modated via switch option on 4313 module

output states (from 4313) on CAS loop
open andlor ground

alarm logic activation time
approximately 10 seconds

alarm logic reset time
approximately 5 seconds

input power requirements
-44 to -56Vdc, filtered, ground referenced; 60mA
maximum plus current on N1 and G1 facilities

OFF

ONO-----+ -48V

IlOOPl
~

1-

fLOOPl
~

~~

G RELAY

G RELAY
DRIVER

N RELAY
DRIVER

N1 and G1
SIGNAL

CONVERSION
LOGIC

-4~V-G"N-'-D-l"
57-8 OFF

N1CURRENT
DETECTOR

7
N1

I-+-_ ~48V

ALARM

ALARM RELAY

IALARM I
ALARM

~~

LATCH

~S5

ALARM
]FAULTIRESET

1-
-48V

OFF SJ·A

HIGH

OFFO

MED

OFF

WW

OFF SJ·a

HIGH

OFFO

MED

OF

WW

".8

FAULT,,'ALARM
LOGIC

G

N

$8 0>----,
--48V.GND l

-48V

" '--j4--J..--r---..-48Vdc ~
POWER

17 E---l>--L':SU:':"~V~JGND .

4313 Alarm Station Interface Module 824313

5. block diagram
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operating environment
20° to 130°F (_7° to 54°C), humidity to 95%
(no condensation)

mounting
relay rack or apparatus case via one position of Tellabs
Type 10 Mounting Shelf; can also be mounted in one
position of Tellabs 24X Issue 2, 24X Issue 1 (also known as
242), or 244 Mounting Assembly

weight
6.5 ounces (184 grams)

7.04 If a 4313 Alarm Station Interface Module
(or any other equipment used in the 243 System)
is diagnosed as defective, the situation may be
remedied by either replacement or repair and re
turn. Because it is the more expedient method, the
replacement procedure should be followed when
ever time is a critical factor (e.g., service outages,
etc.).

replacement
7.05 If a defective device is encountered, notify
Tellabs via letter (see addresses below). telephone
(see numbers above), or twx (910-695-3530 in the
USA, 610-492-4387 in Canada). Be sure to provide

7. testing and troubleshooting all relevant information, including the 8XXXXX
7.01 The Testing Guide Checklist in this section part number that indicates the issue of the device
may be used to assist in the installation, testing, or in question. Upon notification, we shall ship a re-
troubleshooting of the 243 Low Speed Data Signal- placement to you. If the warranty period of the
ing System at the receiving end of the circuit. The defective device has not elapsed, the replacement
Checklist identifies the most common types of will be shipped at no charge. Package the defective
trouble conditions and lists possible causes. In gen- device in the replacement's carton, sign the packing
eral, the most expeditious method of isolating list included with the replacement, and enclose it
trouble is the substitution of known good modules with the defective device (this is your return auth-
for suspected defective modules. orization). Affix the preaddressed label provided
7.02 It is strongly recommended that no internal with the replacement to the carton being returned,
(component-level) testing or repairs be attempted and ship the equipment prepaid to Tellabs.
on the 243 System's Mounting Assembly or mod- repair and return
ules. Unauthorized testing or repairs may void your 7.06 Return the defective equipment, shipment
Tellabs warranty. prepaid, to Tellabs (attn: repair and return).
7.03 If a situation arises that is not covered in in the USA: Tellabs Incorporated

4951 Indiana Avenue
the Checklist, contact Tellabs Customer Service at Lisle, Illinois 60532
your Tellabs Regional Office oratour Lisle, Illinois,
or Mississauga, Ontario, Headquarters. Telephone in Canada: TeliabsCommunicationsCanada, Ltd.
numbers are as follows: 1200 Aerowood Drive, Unit 39

US central region: (312) 969-8800 Mississauga,Ontario,Canada L4W 2S7
US Northeast region: (412) 787-7860 Enclose an explanation of the malfunction. Follow
US southeast region: (305) 645-5888 your company's standard procedure with respect
US western region: (702) 827-3400 to administrative paperwork. Tellabs will repair
Lisle Headquarters: (312) 969-8800 the equipment and ship it back to you. If the equip-
Mississauga Headquarters: (416) 624-0052 ment is in warranty, no invoice will be issued.

testing guide checklist
Note· Additional troubleshooting procedures are provided in companion 243 System/4311 and 4312 Module Practice

dimensions
5.58 inches (14.17cml high
1.42 inches (3.61cm) wide
5.96 inches (15.14cm) deep

trouble condition possible cause (in order of likelihood)

System inoperative (signals not 1) Power connection faulty or open D. Verify power to 4313 by measuring
received; LED's lighting impro- voltage between pins 35 (-48Vdcl and 17 (ground) D.
perly or not at all) 2) Faulty LED's Q

loop open and alarm and/or ') Open fault on signaling loop Q
fauit LED's always lighted 21 Open fault on N1 interoffice facility D.

3) Switch S6 or S7 improperly set Q

loop ground and alarm and/or 1) Ground fault on signaling loop D.
fault LED's always lighted 21 Open fault on Gl interoffice facility D.

3) Switch S6 or S7 improperly set D.

alarm andlor fault LED lighted 1) Option switch S4 improperly set for polarity of CAS supply D.
2) Power failure in CAS loop D.
3) Current in CAS loop too low D.
4) Switches ST, S2, andlor S3 improperly set D.

loop open, loop ground, and 1) At transmitting end, 4311 module not receiving power (module may have
alarm and/or fault LE D's been removed from System) or faultyD.
lighted 2) Failure of N1 and G1 interoffice facilities for more than 10 seconds D.
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243/4311/4312 and 243/4313 Addendum
1 August 1982

This addendum to Practice section 8224::;/824311/
814312 dated 1 June 1981 and to Practice section
82243/824313 dated 1 January 1982 is issued for
the following reesons:
A. To correct table 3 of the 243/4311/4312 PrGc

tice and table 1 of the 243/4313 Practice.
(These t~bles are identical.)

B. To correct paragraph 2.21 of the 243/4311/
4312 Practice..

C. To correct table 5 of the 243/4311/4312,
Practice.

D. To rrovide installation-test information for the
4313 modu Ie.

E. To provide aeditional information on 243
System operation when double-fault conditions
exist on customer loops.

correction to table 3 (243/011/4312 Practice)
and tab'~ 1 (243/4313 Practice):
In table 3 of the 243/4311/4312 Practice and in
table 1 of the 243/4313 Practica, for fault number
3, change "0" to "G" in the signals received at
CAS column.

correction to paragraph 2.21 of 243/4311/4312
Pract;cc: L
In paragraph 2.21 of the 243/4311/':'312 Pr2stice,
severa! '/,lords th2t end the fourth sentence (ind
begin the last S2nT21:Ce are missing. The fou rth
sentenco:? (v,Ihich beg:ns on line 8 of paragraph 2.21)
and the fifth (last) sentence should read as follo'o\'s
(the missing words are In bold face):

The remaining faulty loops can be isol2t'38 in a
simiiar manner by working backward, removing the
bypasses from all ;oreviously bypassed loops and
reconnecting these loops in reverse order. \Nhen all
faulty loops are isolated, the 24X Assembly's by
pass switches for all 4312 module positions should
be reset to OFF and the 4312 modules reinserted
into the Assembly to restore System operation.

correction to table 5 of 243/4311/4312
Practice:
In table 5 of the 243/4311/4312 Practice, for mod
ule position 4, leae designation G1, chanqe the
56-pin module connector pin no, in the rightmost
column from 41 to 13.

installation test for 4313 module:
Installation-test information for the 4313 module
does not appear in the 243/4313 Practice. The
easiest way to test the 4313 ;s to install the entire
243 System, connect the N 1 ','1d G1 interoffice
facilities, and perform the ins: -tion test in para-
graph 3.13 of the 243/4311. 2 Practice while
personnel at the 4313's loca verify that the

front-panel LED indications on the 4313 are the
same as those on the 4311 module at the trans
mitting end. If proper transmitting-end (4311 and
4312) operation is est"blished but the l_ED indica
tions on the 4313 are different or nonexistent, check
power and wiring to the 4313, switCh-optioning of
the 4313, and the integri!\, of the N 1 and G1 inter
office facilities. If these items are checked but
proper operation of the 4313 is Still not established,
replace the module and retest.
Note: If the 4313 interfaces the fill and G 1 faciliti2s
via a pair of Tellabs 3228 Oata Set modules, tne
4373 can be tested locally by de.::.-'.resting the test
pushbutton on each of the 322J's Q/i(J llosenlinc
the LED indications on the 431J. DeDressing the
test pushbutton 017 the Nl bcility's 3228 causes
the 4313's loop open LED to fiynt. Holding th3t
3228's test pushbutton depressed for 70 sGconds
causes the 4373's fault and alarm LED's to IlaM
as well. Depressing the test pushbutton on the -G 1
facility's 3228 causes the 4373's loop ground LED
to light. Holding that 3228's test pushbutton
depressed for 70 seconds causes the 4373's f2u!t
and alarm LED's to light as well.

additional information on S'/stem opor"tion during
custome,-Ioop double faults:
In table 3 olthe 243/4311/43'; 2 Pr2ctice and table 1
of the 243/4313 Practice, faultnumber 14 (~dC)ub;e

fwlt) is described as an open fault and a ground
fault on a customer loop. Actually, s8verLii v?ri3
tions of customer-loop dOuble faults e>:ist, de;)2~d

ing upon the locations of the two fau:ts. Thev can
be on the same side of a loop (with the gr~und
fault toward the transmitter 2nd the ooen fault
toward the 4312 module or vice versa), 'on oppo
site sides of a loop, or on two different loops.
Faults A through D in figure A of this. addendum
represent double faults with the tVIO faults located
on the same side of one loop. Fault E represents a
double fault with the two faults located on oppo
site sides of a loop. Faults F through H represent
double faults with the two faults located on two
d iiferent loops.
Note: Please be aware that, for simplicity, figure A
shows only a six-loop System, i.e., a System con
taining only one 4372 module. For larger Systems,
the last customer loop will not be terminated on
the same 4372 module as the first. Thus, when
double faults involving two customer loops occur,
customer loops terminated on more than one 4372
module may be affected, depending upon the loca
tions of the two faults.

For faults A through D in figure A, signals will be
received from McCu II oh transm itter 1 because only
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one side of customer loop 1 is faultv. Signals will
also be received from loops 2 through 6, all of
which are nonfaultv.

Both subvariations of fault E (open on T and ground
on R, and vice versa) will, however, disable loop 1
entirelv because both sides of the loop are faultv.
Signals will be received, though, from customer
loops 2 through 6, which are nonfaultv.

Both subvariations of fault F will disable all signal
transmission from loops 2 and 3, which lie entirelv
between the two faults. Signals will, hovi8ver, be
received from loops 1 and 4, bDth of which have
one side outside of the two faults. Sicnals will elsa
be received tram loops 5 and 6, which e-re nonfau ltV.

Both subvariatiDns of fault G will disable all trans
mission frorr, 10Dps 1 through 4 because bDth sides
of all fou, loops lie inside the two fau!ts. Signals
will, however, be received from loops 5 and 6,
whicn arc nonfaultv.

ThE: only type of customer-loop double fault that
will disable: all signal transmis5ion is bult H. Both
subvariations are shown: open on T of the first
customer loop end ground on R of the last cus-

lOmer loop, and ground on T of the fi,st loop and
open on R of the last loop. Both sides of ail cus
tomer loops lie within the two faults; thus, 110

signal transmission can take place. ...."

double number of McCulloh alarm transmitters
fault from which signals are received

A all

B all

C all

D all

E all except that on whose loop the double
fault exists

F all except those lying iJetv.'een the h\'o hults
on the composite loop (for this double fault,
signais will be received from those tran~rnit·

ters on \\'hose loops ti1f' faults ,Jre 1oc2ted)

G all except ..hose Iyinj bet~·/f:en the t'NO faults I
on the composite loop (fo, thi~. do~i)i,2 ~·a'....::t, I
sig:lzi!s I'/ill not be received fro~ these trailS-
mitters on whose loops tr-te fau:ts 3~e !oc<~t2d)

H none

Summary table for fIgure A

McCulloh
tran!>mitter 1 4312 moclure

fault A fault B

__-l_.. __'''''-l----'rC::L--'-''''~o''''@=..-----+~o~~o::..:r,<?,......,T--l-----I--4--JJ!?-~..l1->

- f- ~oof;~ ~1t:E ~t~ '0'1\i:J RI tt-e~"V\ ~or= IV I q ;\~r\L>T_,,-_- I i
~~ fault C !fault 0 )

I
I
Ii fault F fault G I
I

McCulloh

I j~
1

transmitter 4 I
I

fault H T 1I

IOOP~-<
~o'fY I 1- - I

.. ~ R I 1
'V I \.:to;<Y I I

i 1 I
I

I I
I I

I I
. McCulloh I I

Itransmitter 6 I I
I I

i T I
I

IOOP~<
I

- -
~R RI

\:tor\01 I
Note: In the circled areas onlv, X

-== indicates an open fault and ..-b-
indiactes a ground fault. -

figure A. Basic variations of customer·loop double faults (six-loop System shown)
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